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Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos may still depend on the disk drive being available to the game because the CD-Rom drive will not
be used to start the game. As such, a patch may be required to allow the game to start. This is often the case, not just for Reign

of Chaos, but other games based on the Warcraft III engine. Revision 1.26 The Warcraft 3: Reign of Chaos (ROC) client
includes a patch, game fix, and TFT (Test Flight Update) which should be used for the following purposes: To fix problems that
may arise due to missing game files in the ROC client. To fix gameplay issues that arise when installing RoC on a computer that

does not have a CD-ROM drive installed. To replace the game's installation files with updated, uncompressed copies, and to
move the RoC files from the main game directory to the appropriate sub-directories. To provide a working TFT (Test Flight
Update) in addition to the initial Windows version. On October 29, 2007, Warcraft 3: Reforged was released and a gameplay

patch has been released for Warcraft 3: Reforged. This version of the client replaces the Warcraft 3: Reforged installer with the
same version that was provided with the Reign of Chaos CD-ROM. This patch is only for Warcraft 3: Reforged and does not

apply to the original Reign of Chaos edition. This patch is available to all Warcraft 3: Reforged editions. This patch should not
be used for 1.21a on the W98SE, instead the official 1.21a patch can be applied after downloading the official 1.21a patcher

from Blizzard. Software Requirement:Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7 Network Requirements:Internet Disc
Requirements:No Disc Required Included:HAT Editor, Hub Editor, Manage Equipment References External links Official

Warcraft III Website Warcraft 3: Reforged Manual List of Warcraft III Patches (No disc, download only) Category:Windows
games Category:Windows-only games Category:2005 video games Category:Real-time strategy video games Category:Video
games developed in the United States Category:Video games with downloadable content Category:Video games set in 1998
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